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Abstract
Software product line engineering aims to reduce
development time, effort, cost, and complexity by taking advantage of the commonality within a portfolio of
similar products. The effectiveness of a software product line approach directly depends on how well feature
variability within the portfolio is implemented and managed throughout the development lifecycle, from early
analysis through maintenance and evolution. Using
DSLs and AO to implement product lines can yield
significant advantages, since the variabilities can be
implemented in higher level, less detailed models. This
paper illustrates how variabilities can be implemented
in model-to-model transformations and code generators. The backbone of the presented approach is to use
aspect-oriented techniques for transformations and
generators. These techniques are important ingredients
for the model-driven product line engineering approach presented in [SPLC Paper].
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Introduction and Motivation

Most high-tech companies provide products for a
specific market; thus the products have many things in
common. An increasing number of these companies
realize that product line development [1,2] fosters
reuse at all stages of the lifecycle, shortens development time and helps staying competitive.
The effectiveness of a software product line approach directly depends on how well feature variability
within the portfolio is managed from early analysis to
implementation and through maintenance and evolution. Commonalities, as well as the flexibility to adapt
to different product requirements are captured in core
assets. Those reusable assets are created during domain
engineering. During application engineering, products
are either automatically or manually assembled, using
the assets created during the domain engineering
process and completed with product-specific artifacts.
Products usually differ by the set of features they include in order to fulfill customer requirements. A feature is an increment in functionality provided by one or
more members of a product line [3].
Variability management is the activity concerned
with identifying, designing, implementing, and tracing
flexibility in software product lines (SPLs). Variability
of features often has widespread impact on multiple

artifacts in multiple lifecycle stages, making it a predominant engineering challenge in software product
line engineering (SPLE).
In traditional SPLE approaches, variability is mainly handled using either mechanisms provided by the
implementation language, such as patterns, frameworks, polymorphism, reflection, and pre-compilers or
using configuration and build tools to set compile time
variables and select variants of assets. The approach
described in this paper facilitates variability implementation, management, and tracing from architectural
modeling to implementation of product lines by integrating both model-driven (MDSD) and aspectoriented software development (AOSD). Here is a definition of what we call model-driven, aspect-oriented
product line engineering:
MDD-AO-PLE uses models to describe product
lines. Variants are defined on model-level.
Transformations generate running applications.
AO techniques are used to help define the variants in the models as well as in the transformers and generators.
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Figure 1: Mapping abstract models to detailed implementations
The core idea is to express variability in models and
generators, since, as a consequence of the higher abstraction level in models (Figure 1), the number of variation points is lower (Figure 2).
For companies that are already building product
lines, MDSD and AOSD can further increase productivity because:
• Variability can be described more concisely since
in addition to the traditional mechanisms, variability is also described on model level.
• The mapping from problem to solution domain can
be formally described and automated using model-

to-model transformations (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Variation Point Mapping in PDD-PLE
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Aspect-oriented techniques enable the explicit
expression and modularization of crosscutting variability on model, code, and generator level.
Fine grained traceability is supported since tracing
is done on model element level rather than on the
level of code artifacts.
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Figure 3: The various models in MDD-AO-PLE
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The
rest of section 1 introduces the main concepts of model-driven aspect-oriented product line engineering and
introduces the case study as well as the tool environment we use. Section 2 is the main section of the paper
and introduces transformation and generator aspects,
and how they are coupled with a configuration model.
Section 3 looks at related work, while section 4 summarizes the paper and provides and outlook on future
work.

1.1 Concepts and Building Blocks
This paper explores an approach that integrates
model-driven and aspect-oriented techniques in order
to facilitate variability implementation, management
and tracing in SPLE.
The general approach we are going to propose is as
follows:
• Express as many artifacts as possible using models
as this allows for processing these artifacts using
model transformations.
• Mappings from problem to solution domain are

implemented as model-to-model (M2M) transformations. This enables to formally describe mappings and automate their execution.
• Variable parts of the resulting system are either
assembled from pre-build assets generated from
models or implemented via interpreters. This is
more efficient and less error-prone than manual
coding in a third generation language (3GL).
• Aspect-oriented modeling (AOM) [8,11] is used to
implement variability in models. This supports the
selective adaptation of models. Details on this can
be found in [IrisPaper]
• AO techniques are used to define variants of transformations and code generators.
A more detailed description of this overall approach
is presented in [SPLC paper]. This paper provides details on the last of these points. Specifically, it showcases the tools we use for implementing these techniques. Techniques for building variants of models are
described in [Iris Paper].
This paper uses a case study to illustrate the concepts.

1.2 Introduction to Case Study: Home Automation
The case study to illustrate our approach is a home
automation system (see also [1]), called Smart Home.
In homes you will find a wide range of electrical and
electronic devices such as lights, thermostats, electric
blinds, fire and smoke detection sensors, white goods
such as washing machines, as well as entertainment
equipment. Smart Home connects those devices and
enables inhabitants to monitor and control them from a
common UI. The home network also allows the devices
to coordinate their behavior in order to fulfill complex
tasks without human intervention.
Sensors are devices that measure physical properties of the environment and make them available to
Smart Home. Controllers activate devices whose state
can be monitored and changed. All installed devices
are part of the Smart Home network. The status of devices can either be changed by inhabitants via the UI or
by the system using predefined policies. Policies let the
system act autonomously in case of certain events. For
example in case of smoke detection windows get
closed and the fire brigade is called. Varying types of
houses, different customer demands, the need for short
time-to-market and saving of costs drive the need for a
Smart Home product line and are the main causes of
variability.

1.3 Introduction to the Tooling
A central goal of our work is to build usable tooling

for the concepts we introduce. It is important that the
tooling is usable and available as widely as possible.
Hence we’re building the tooling on top of widely used
open source tools, naming Eclipse (including the Eclipse Modeling Framework, EMF [ref]) and openArchitectureWare [ref].
In this paper we will be talking specifically about
three parts of openArchitectureWare. Let’s introduce
them briefly:
• Workflow files are XML files that describe the
steps that need to be executed in a generator run.
Each of these steps is specified with what we call a
workflow component. A typical oAW workflow
consist of loading one or more models, checking
constraints on them, transforming them into another model and then generating code from them.
• Code generation in oAW is done with a language
called Xpand. It is an object-oriented template language. An Xpand file consists of a number of templates, each of them declared by a DEFINE name
FOR metaclass clause.
• Model-to-Model transformation is done with a
language called Xtend. It is a textual and (more or
less) functional language for querying and navigating existing models as well as building new models. The expression sub-language is a simplified
version of OCL.
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Building Variants of Transformations
and Generators

The following section illustrates various ways of
building variants of transformers and generators. While
the mechanisms are different in the way they change
the actual behavior of the transformation or generator,
they have one thing in common: The behavior change
they implement is only applied to the system if a certain feature is selected in our configuration feature
model. This is a form of orthogonal variability [ref]. A
central feature model (Figure 4) represents all the configurative variability for our family of transformers/generators.
In our tooling, this feature model (and the corresponding configuration models, Figure 5) is implemented using pure::variants [ref] (other tools could be
used – the dependency is well isolated).

Figure 4: Part of the Feature Model

Figure 5: A specific configuration

2.1 Variants of M2M Transformations
In our case study, the solution space model is built
from component instances connected by connectors. A
model transformtion creates these models from a problem space model that contains buildings and their
SmartHome equipment. Figure 6 shows the process for
an example building. Our component framework supports interceptors. It is possible to configure a set of
interceptors into a set of component instances. Hence,
whenever an operation is invoked on a component instance, the interceptor is notified and can execute before and after behavior.

Figure 6: Example Transformation Process

So, in order to add logging (or anything else that
can be handled via an interceptor) to the system we
need to make sure a suitable interceptor is configured
into the respective component instances. The way we
do this is to write a transformation aspect that advices
the problem space to solution space transformation
accordingly. The transformation aspect is only applied
to the transformation workflow if the respective feature
is selected in the configuration model. Figure 7 shows
a thumbnail of the approach.
transformation

transformation aspect
around ...

interceptors of the top level configuration. Interceptors
are loaded from a library of reusable components. A
configuration is a container for a set of component instances; instances inherit the interceptors configured in
their owning configuration.
Connecting the aspect with the configuration
Remember that we only want to have these interceptors in the system iff the feature logging is selected
in the global configuration model. This dependency is
expressed in the workflow.
Somewhere in that workflow, an XtendComponent
is used to execute the original problem to solution
space transformation:
<component id="xtendComponent.ps2cbd"
class="oaw.xtend.XtendComponent">
…
</component>

workflow
transform

transformaspect

configuration model

Figure 7: Implemting the Logging Feature
Implementing the transformation aspect
The aspect that actually modifies the transformation
is shown in the following piece of code. It is implemented in oAW’s Xtend language.
extension ps2cbd;
around ps2cbd::transformPs2Cbd( Building building ):
let s = ctx.proceed(): (
building.createBuildingConfiguration().
deployedInterceptors.addAll(
{ utilitiesib().interceptors.findByName("TracingInterceptor") }
) -> s
);

In
this
aspect,
we
advice
the
ps2cbd::transformPs2Cbd function which is the “main
method” of the problem space to solution space transformation used in the system. Inside the advice, we
execute the original definition (ctx.proceed()) and then
we add the TracingInterceptor to the list of deployed

We now need to make sure that this XtendComponent is aware of the aspect we want to add to the transformation in order to add the interceptor. However, we
don’t want to modify the declaration of the actual
workflow component as shown above, since that would
mean an invasive change to an existing workflow file.
For reasons of modularity, this is something we need to
avoid. Consequently, the oAW workflow language also
supports aspects. Here is the workflow code we need to
write:
<feature exists="logging">
<component adviceTarget="xtendComponent.ps2cbd"
class="oaw.xtend.XtendAdvice">
<extensionAdvices value="logging"/>
</component>
</feature>

The XtendAdvice component is used to add additional sub-elements to the component referenced by the
adviceTarget attribute (which references the XtendComponent declared above). However, that component
is only seen by the workflow engine if the feature logging exists. This is expressed by the surrounding <feature…> tag.

2.2 Variants of Code Generators
In this section we will look at building variants of
code generators. oAW uses a template-based code generator, which is why a code generator is not the same
as a model-to-model transformation (we do not instantiate the AST of the target language).
Let us look at another example from the SmartHome case study. In order to debug and control the
demonstrator, we can run a GUI with the generated
application. The GUI itself is not generated. It is part of
the platform and accesses the system using reflection.
In order for it to be able to do this, certain parts of the

system need to include a specific reflection layer that is
used by that GUI. Specifically, if you want to be able
to inspect component instance states, the following two
things need to be done:
• The data structures representing the state need to
be “reflective”
• Upon system startup, the state objects of each instance need to be registered with the GUI
Of course, since this functionality is for debugging
purposes only, it is optional – i.e. depending on whether a certain feature is selected. Figure 8 shows the
thumbnail of the solution.
template file

template aspect
AROUND
workflow

«EXPAND imports»
public class … {
«EXPAND body»
}
«ENDFILE»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE imports FOR ComplexType»
«ENDDEFINE»
«DEFINE body FOR ComplexType»
…
«ENDDEFINE»

The following piece of Xpand code is the template
aspect that adds the reflection layer to the generated
data structures. Note how the AROUND declarations
reference existing DEFINEs in order to advice them.
targetDef.proceed() calls the original template.
«AROUND data::api::data::body FOR ComplexType»
«targetDef.proceed()»
«EXPAND reflectionImplementation»
«ENDAROUND»
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configuration model
generatoraspect
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extend aspect
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Figure 8: Implementing the features necessary for
the debug GUI
In the following, we will only show the code generator aspect that is used to add the reflection layer to
the state data structures.
The code generator for the data structures contains
the following templates. typeClass generates a Java
class that represents the state data structure (basically a
bean with getters and setters). That template in turn
calls the imports and body templates. Those will be the
templates that will be advices by the aspect shown below.
«DEFINE typeClass FOR ComplexType»
«FILE fileName()»
package «implClassPackage()»;

«AROUND data::api::data::imports FOR ComplexType»
«targetDef.proceed()»
import smarthome.common.platform.MemberMeta;
import smarthome.common.platform.ComplexTypeMeta;
«ENDAROUND»
«DEFINE reflectionImplementation FOR ComplexType»
private transient ComplexTypeMeta __meta = null;
public ComplexTypeMeta __metaObject() {
…
}
public void __metaSet( MemberMeta member, Object value ) {
…
}
public Object __metaGet( MemberMeta member ) {
…
}
«ENDDEFINE»

Of course, to make this work as desired, we have to
couple the aspect to the configuration model. We do
this by modifying the workflow in the same way as in
case of the M2M aspects:
• We add a GeneratorAadvice component (as opposed to an XtendAdvice, since we now want to
advice a code generator, and not a model-to-model
transformation). It specifies the original Generator
as its advice target and makes the Xpand file with
the AROUND templates known.
• We encapsulate this GeneratorAdvice with a <feature…> tag to make it depend on a certain feature
in the configuration model.

2.3 More features
This section introduces a couple of additional features that don’t deserve their own section.

Querying the feature model directly
In addition to the tooling introduced above, we can
also access the configuration model directly from within transformations or code generation templates. For
example, the following piece of transformation code
optionally adds burglar detection facilities to our building. The same function can be called from inside a
template (typically, as part of an IF statement).
create System transformPs2Cbd( Building building ):
…
hasFeature("burglarAlarm") ? ( handleBurglarAlarm() -> this) : this;
handleBurglarAlarm( System this ):
let conf = createBurglarConfig(): (
configurations.add( conf ) ->
…
conf.connectors.add( connectSimToPanel( createSimulatorInstance(),
createControlPanelInstance() ) ) ->
hasFeature( "siren" ) ? conf.addAlarmDevice("AlarmSiren") : null ->
hasFeature( "bell" ) ? conf.addAlarmDevice("AlarmBell") : null ->
hasFeature( "light" ) ? conf.addAlarmDevice("AlarmLight") : null
);

In principle, the hasFeature()-based approach
shown here is similar to the AOP-based approach introduced in the previous section. You can handle each
variability with both facilities. But just as in regular
programming, there are tradeoffs a developer has to
consider:
• The conditional hasFeature() is simpler, but requires invasive changes to existing transformations
(which you might not be able to do because they
are bought as part of a third party catridge). Especially in cases where you have to query for the
same feature in many locations, this creates a
maintenance nightmare.
• The AO-based approach is a bit more complex
(write the aspect, write the workflow aspect, tie it
to the feature model) but supports non-invasive
changes. Also, if a given feature requires several
advises targeting different locations in existing assets, all of these advices can be bundled in the
same Xtend or Xpand file, thereby enhancing feature modularity significantly.
Feature Attributes
It is also possible to address properties or attributes
of features. For example, you might want to be able to
configure the volume of the siren in the configuration
model. The transformation would read this value from
the configuration model and parametrize the siren
component instance accordingly. Here’s the code:
handleBurglarAlarm( System this ):
…
isFeatureSelected( "siren" ) ? (
let siren = conf.addAlarmDevice("AlarmSiren"):
siren.configParamValues.add( siren.createParamForLevel() )

) : null ->
…
);
private create ConfigParameterValue
createParamForLevel( ComponentInstance instance ):
setName( "level" ) ->
setValue((String)getFeatureAttributeValue( "siren", "level" ));

Quantification in the Aspects
An important characteristic of AO is that a given
aspect should be able to not just advice one specific
join point in the base system, but rather query the base
system and advice a set of matching join points. Although we think this feature is not very important for
building variants of generators (on the meta level,
there’s less crosscutting), oAW’s AO facilities for
Xtend and Xpand support polymorphic matching as
well as wildcards in the name of the adviced entity.

3

Related Work

Let us first look at the related work developed and
published by us. The SPLC paper [SPLC] explains the
general idea of model-driven aspect oriented product
line engineering, and how the case study illustrates the
approach overall. While the paper you’re currently
reading looks at building variants of generators, the
paper [Iris Paper] looks at the other important ingredient: building variants of models. These two techniques together form the backbone of the MD-AOPLE.
TODO: Other People’s work
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Summary and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an approach to
build families of generators. The main tools for implementing the respective variability are
• Isolation of the variant-specific code (transformation or template) into a separate file, a transformation or generator aspect aspect
• Contribute that aspect to an existing workflow file
without changing the original workflow file using
XtendAdvice and GeneratorAdvice components.
• Implement orthogonal variability of aspects and
workflows by making the deployment of the aspects depend on the presence of certain features in
a configuration model.
Our next steps will be concerned with implementing better tooling for the features we’ve introduced in
this paper. The tooling with make working with feature-dependencies more effective, for example by
• Finding all the workflow components that depend
on a given feature

•

Find the workflow component that is addressed by
an adviceTarget attribute of an advice component
Many of the tooling improvements will also concern the variability management in models, as described in [Iris Paper].
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